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Description
Product Description
When Babies Die: Where do they go? Heaven? Hell? For ages, this question has baﬄed men and women,
preacher and layman, learned and the "common man" -Joe Average citizen. Many a grieving parent have
longed for solid, but true, answers, not just 'fairy-tale' assurances, lacking substance or reliability. Now,
theological researcher, Gordon Wayne Watts, of Lakeland, Fla. (between Orlando & Tampa), whose claim
to fame was almost winning the landmark 'Terri Schiavo' case -by himself -despite not being a lawyer,
puts research skills to work on this case. His analysis addresses not only unborn babies who die in
infancy and killed via abortion, miscarriage, stillbirth, & Early Infant Death -but also persons born with
mental disabilities who subsequently die -and by extension, this may possibly include peoples who have
never heard of the Gospel of Christ -such as remote tribes of the world.
First, there needs to be a distinction made with the 'proximal' fate, as opposed to the 'eternal' fate. (In
other words, where the infant's soul is "for the time being"
is NOT necessarily the same as his or her eternal fate, and there IS a
diﬀerence.)

Second, while most simply have assumed an "innocent" baby would go to heaven (and this is probably
true -for the 'time being'), the eternal fate is a diﬀerent story. While the "ending" will catch most oﬀguard, it's a 'good' ending, rest assured.
Watts explores nine (9) diﬀerent positions on this matter, and eliminates 7 of them as theologically
impossible, leaving 2 possible outcomes:
Read more
* Position 1: Heaven forever
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About the author
Follow the author to get new release updates and improved recommendations.

Mr. Gordon Wayne Watts
+ Follow
A 'mini-biography' is in the book description of the books I have published, but the KINDLE version
is free for a few more days, during the promo, so go download it, now, while it's FREE: See the
books listed in my author proﬁle here, to ﬁnd it.
Read less
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Top reviews from the United States
dale
Veriﬁed Purchase

insightful
Reviewed in the United States on January 23, 2014

while I have to disagree with Gordon on this matter..for I myself believe that when they die they will
go to heaven..and then once there..true..they will have the right to either accept God or reject Him..I
can see gordons spent a lot of time researching this matter and has come to his conclusions..it just
happens ..I have my own conclusions...as a fellow member of my church..I applauded him for his
ability to speak his mind in this matter..
One person found this helpful

Helpful

Report

Jack Wellman
When Babies Die Where do they Go? Must Read Review
Reviewed in the United States on July 14, 2012

I have known this author for sometime and myself, being an author of 4 books and a long time
pastor, have read much of this man's work and it is his passionate pursuing of theological truth has
made me re-shift my own thinking and theology. His biblical wisdom and knowledge make this
book a must-read for anyone who has ever wondered what happens to children, infants, toddlers,

and babies if they die. To heaven, hell, or another place? I am sure you will ﬁnd Scriptural support
for his reason's and give this a 5 out of a 1 to 5 star rating.
One person found this helpful

Helpful

Report

Shawn M. Gilliam
Very Good Conclusion!
Reviewed in the United States on January 4, 2014

We'll, I don't necessarily agree with the 1,000 year view point Brother Gordon makes (as I believe
more so on the Preterism side of Eschatology) but I do see his theory. Very good one. The
conclusion of the matter, is God must give us all free will to choose him or not, and while babies go
to heaven at ﬁrst (I believe) they must eventually choose to accept or reject him. The angels had a
choice, and some choose to rebel against God even in the presence of God, so yes I do believe sense
they didn't get a chance on earth, God will still give them a chance to accept or reject him.
2 people found this helpful

Helpful

Report

L.B.O.T.
Amateur hour, both on the cover and inside
Reviewed in the United States on March 10, 2017

Proof that Amazon letting anyone publish a book on here isn't always a good thing.
One person found this helpful

Helpful

Report

Jack Wellman
When Babies Die Where do they Go? Must Read Review
Reviewed in the United States on July 17, 2012

I have known this author for sometime and myself, being an author of 4 books and a long time
pastor, have read much of this man's work and it is his passionate pursuing of theological truth has
made me re-shift my own thinking and theology. His biblical wisdom and knowledge make this
book a must-read for anyone who has ever wondered what happens to children, infants, toddlers,
and babies if they die. To heaven, hell, or another place? I am sure you will ﬁnd Scriptural support
for his reason's and give this a 5 out of a 1 to 5 star rating. I have changed my thinking on my own
theological reasoning just because Mr. Watts digs deep into Scripture and compares line upon line
to square his work with the Word of God. Believe me that you won't be disappointed with this
sterling work.

3 people found this helpful

Report

Helpful

Beautiful Once Again
Perhaps the Most Insightful Book On the Subject
Reviewed in the United States on November 4, 2013

Very insightful and compelling study on the subject. Also very informative.
I highly recommend this book to parents who lost their little ones when they were babies. This book
will bring you clarity and answer painful questions. Gordon also oﬀers a lot of support material for
his conclusions on the topic.
One person found this helpful

Report
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Veriﬁed Purchase

For Christians only...
Reviewed in France on December 29, 2015

Sorry guys but if you are not Christians this book is not for you. Waste of time and money... I didnt
knew this book was about it
Report
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